PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE

As I look back on our organization, I am amazed at our progress over the years. This has happened because of the dedication of our past leaders and members of HSLI. We have respect!! Other organizations are taking note of our goals, objectives and dedication to the health science field as information providers. We are being invited to participate in joint meetings such as ILA. The Wisconsin group wants to have a joint meeting and we are sponsoring the MC/MLA meeting in 1994. It's taken a lot of hard work on everyone’s part. It’s time we take a few seconds and congratulate ourselves. If you are sitting down reading this newsletter, stand up and give yourself and this organization a standing ovation. Don’t be shy.

Involvement is to engage the interests. We are all interested in HSLI or we would not be members. Let's go further. Being a member is not enough. Everyone must be involved through committee work or planning meetings. In this newsletter, there is a volunteer sheet; please get involved. We only need an hour a week or a couple hours a month of your time. Our past leaders are involved but we have many future leaders who can contribute to the goals of HSLI. This involvement will guarantee the growth of HSLI and its excellence.

Don't forget! Give yourself a standing ovation and get involved. We need you!!
LATE-BREAKING, EARTH-SHATTERING NEWS

Call for posters!!!

HSLI is pleased to present a poster session at the Spring Meeting on Friday, March 19, 1993. We hope each consortium will contribute a poster explaining who - and where - they are, and highlighting all the good things they have done. We also invite posters from anyone about special projects or any other information they would like to share.

For further information, please contact Gail Lahti at Palos Community Hospital, phone 708-361-4500, ext. 5096.

It is with great sorrow that we report the death of Carmen Salvador of Cook County Hospital. She was struck and killed in traffic on October 19, 1992. She was an active participant at HSLI meetings, and a valued member of the Metropolitan Consortium.

She will be greatly missed.
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Health Science Librarians of Illinois
Committee Volunteer

Yes, I would like to volunteer for the following committee(s).

___ Nominating Committee
___ Membership Committee
___ ByLaws Committee
___ Legislative Committee
___ Nominating Committee
___ Archives Committee

___ I am interested in helping with the HSLI sponsored MC/MLA Meeting in 1994.

Name:
Address:

Phone Number:
Fax Number:

Please return to Nancy Stump, Brookens Library, Sangamon State University,
Springfield, IL 62792-9243
The Illinois State Council meeting was held November 13, 1992 at the Knickerbocker Hotel in Chicago. Items reported on and discussed included:

- Prism (OCLC) cut-over will occur December 14, 1992. You will need to install Passport 2.0. If you need more information call Suzanne Schliar, Illinois State Library (217) 785-1532.

- Mergers: Library systems - Burr Oak LS and Starved Rock LS will merge on July 1, 1993 renamed as Heritage Trail LS; Shawnee LS and Cumberland Trail LS became Shawnee LS on July 1, 1992; Hospitals - Blessing Hospital and St. Mary Hospital in Quincy are in process; United Medical Center, Moline and Franciscan Medical Center, Rock Island have merged and is now call Trinity Medical Center.

- Missouri/Illinois new GAC formed called LVIS (Libraries Very Interested in Sharing). This will be for libraries who agree not to charge for monographs and up to 30 pages of photocopies per article. You must be either a full or selective member of OCLC to join. A directory of members will be published. Call Suzanne Schliar for more details.

- Consortia representatives were asked to encourage consortia to contribute a presentation for the poster session to be held at the next Spring HSLI meeting. Consortia issues and achievements will be the theme of this poster session. Gail Lahti will be sending more details consortia coordinators soon. The Council will present a poster to review its structure in communicating to consortia.

- ILLINET ILL Code has been approved with 6 of our 20 recommendations having been incorporated. The Code will go into effect on January 1, 1993. If you haven’t received a copy of the final version, contact your library system for a copy or the State Library.
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Fall 1994
MC/MLA Meeting
Sponsored by HSLI

Plans are already underway for the Fall 1994 MC/MLA meeting sponsored by HSLI. Below are the chairs for the various committees needed. Remember your help is needed so be sure to sign the volunteer sheet in this newsletter.

Co-Chairs
Nancy Dale
Phyllis Nathan

Area Coordinators
Program:
Gerald Dujsik
CE:
Gerald Perry
Ramune Kubilius
Conference Arrangements:
Nancy Dale
Phyllis Nathan
Hospitality:
Sharon Montana
Registration:
Carol Scherrer
Evaluations:
Carol Galganski
Exhibits:
Priscilla Swatos
Promotion:
Jeanne Demas
Finance:
Logan Ludwig
SAY "YES"...

to MLA Continuing Education Courses

at the 1993 Annual Meeting in Chicago!

Friday, May 14, 1993

CE 502  Research Proposal Development for Librarians
CE 601  Basic Library Management
CE 605  Managing Reference Services: Bringing Policy to Action
CE 905  Government Information Resources
NP 100  CD-ROM Local and Wide Area Networking
NP 101  Chemical Toxicological Databases
NP 102  Information Technology Survival Skills for Medical Librarians
NP 103  Introduction to Health Services Research
NP 104  Success: Factors Influencing High Achievement
NP 105  The Library's Contribution to Quality
NP 106  Total Quality Management (TQM)

Saturday, May 15, 1993

CE 07   Getting Funded: Developing Skills in Proposal Writing
CE 003  Oncology: Concepts and Resources
CE 201  Medical Terminology
CE 602  Hospital Library Management
CE 606  Planning and Administering a Bibliographic Instruction Program
CE 702  Descriptive Cataloging: Applications, Problems, Solutions
CE 901  Introduction to Reference Sources in the Health Sciences
CE 910  Health Information Services for the Layperson
NP 107  Benchmarking
NP 108  Continuous Quality Improvement and Hospital Libraries
NP 109  MEDLINE Lite
NP 110  Power and Influence
NP 111  Searching the Genome Database

Sunday, May 16, 1993

NP 112  Advanced Features of  GRATEFUL MED
NP 113  How to Teach Adults in Individual and Small-Group Settings
NP 114  Information Malpractice
NP 115  Leadership Skills Spin-off: The Learning Organization
NP 116  Listening Between the Lines
NP 117  Teamwork

Tuesday, May 18, 1993

NP 118  GRATEFUL MED: Train the Trainers
NP 119  Navigating the Internet: Resources and Services